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Hazelwood dust mitigation initiatives
A series of dust suppression initiatives is being undertaken by the Hazelwood Rehabilitation
Project across the site.
One of these already under way is the spreading of a mulch product from Australian Paper
over the Hazelwood Ash Pond 4 (HAP4).
Hazelwood Project Environmental Manager Regulatory, Ross Brooker, said a series of dust
mitigation initiatives were already in place across the site, however because of extensive
rehabilitation activities and unseasonally low rainfall, dust issues could still occur on days of
high wind.
The Project has engaged Gippsland Soil Solutions (GSS) to place a nominal 30mm layer of
Bonded Fibre Matrix mulch material over HAP4. The mulch material has been used as a dust
suppressant at Loy Yang A AGL Mine and the Energy Brix site.
HAP4 is around 33 hectares in size and the mulching works are expected to be complete in
July.
Forecast high wind days also trigger a process of pre-wetting of the exposed coal within the
Mine to minimise coal dust.
In addition to this, a water sprinkler system installed in the Hazelwood Ash Retention Area
(HARA) in the base of the Mine is also proving effective to suppress dust.
“The area was once covered in water and wet ash but it is drying out with rehabilitation,” Mr
Brooker said. “If high winds are predicted, we turn on the sprinkler system which completely
covers the area. This can be done from just two large control valves.”
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ENGIE is committed to take on the major challenges of the energy revolution, towards a world more decarbonised,
decentralised and digitised. The Group aims at becoming the leader of this new energy world by focusing on three key
activities for the future: low carbon generation, in particular from natural gas and renewable energies, energy infrastructures
and efficient solutions adapted to all its clients’ needs (individuals, businesses, territories, etc.). The customers’ satisfaction,
innovation and digital are at the heart of ENGIE’s development. In Australia, the company operates about 1,000 MW (gross)
of renewable (wind turbine) and gas-fired generating plants in South Australia and Western Australia. Our retail business,
Simply Energy, has more than 660,000 customer accounts in Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales, the Australian
Capital Territory and Queensland. ENGIE Services employs more than 1,200 staff and offers innovative multi-technical
design, installation and maintenance solutions for businesses and precincts across Australia and New Zealand.
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